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When our Institute for Jewish Ideas and Ideals was established in October 2007,
we knew we wanted to publish a journal--but did not know how we could make
this happen.

But then we met Mr. S. Daniel Abraham.

Mr. Abraham immediately understood the need for an Orthodox journal that was
high quality, open to new and diverse ideas, and challenging to readers. He
promptly "invested" in our Institute, and became the founding "angel" of our
journal, "Conversations."

The first issue of "Conversations" appeared in spring 2008. Thanks to Mr.
Abraham, we were able to publish and circulate thousands of copies to readers
throughout the world. The reception was so positive that we expanded the format
of "Conversations" so as to include more articles and generate more reaction.

"Conversations" has been appearing three times per year, and has always been
published on schedule. In the spring of this year, we will be coming out with our
19th issue!

We know from the responses of many readers that "Conversations" has had a
powerful impact in the community. It has literally changed lives for the better; it
has brought readers a vision of an Orthodox Judaism that is intellectually vibrant,
compassionate, and inclusive; an Orthodox Judaism that respects legitimate
diversity of opinion; an Orthodoxy that has a message for Jews of many
backgrounds and viewpoints.

As we complete work on issue 19 of Conversations, we express our profound
gratitude to Mr. S. Daniel Abraham for his friendship, support and
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encouragement. Without his "investment" in our Institute's work, "Conversations"
would have simply remained an empty dream. With his investment, thousands of
lives have been impacted positively and meaningfully.

Hazak uvarukh, Mr. Abraham. Thanks for being the founding patron of
"Conversations" and for setting an example for generous, principled and visionary
leadership.


